After quantum computers come out, governments and rich companies will have the abilities to buy these useful quantum computers, meanwhile they are familiar with these technologies proficiently. If a client wants to perform quantum computing but she does not have quantum computers with relevant quantum technologies. She can seek help from the server and pay his salary, but she does not want to leak anything to the server. Blind quantum computing (BQC) give a good method for the client to realized her quantum computing. In this article, we propose a new BQC protocol of quantum fourier transform (QFT) performed on multi-qubit states with a trusted, a client and a server, where the trusted center can generate resource states, the client can delegate her quantum computing to a server who can perform universal quantum computing without knowing anything about the client's inputs, algorithms and outputs. We first give the BQC protocols of three-qubit QFT with the equivalently quantum circuits, Greenberg-Horne-Zeilinger(GHZ) entangled states and W entangled states as examples. Further, we extend them to multi-qubit QFT on multi-qubit with the equivalently quantum circuits. At last, we give the analyses and proofs of the blindness and correctness.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, various blind quantum computation (BQC) protocols are proposed . In the future, when large scale of quantum computers come out, their prices are very expensive such that few people can afford a computer. When they want to perform quantum computing in some cases, they need to delegate their quantum computing to some rich companies owned quantum computers. This is the reason that blind quantum quantum computing becomes a hot topic in academia. BQC allows a client who has few quantum abilities can delegate her quantum computation to servers who have full advanced quantum computers in which her quantum inputs, outputs and algorithms keep unknown to the server. Broadbent et al. [1] in 2009 first proposed an universal BQC protocol with brickwork states, where every single qubit is randomly chosen from a finite set in which every qubit is randomly rotated the multiple of π 4 . Further, Barz et al. [3] made an experiment to demonstrate blind quantum computing by using brickwork state. Since it is perfect BQC protocol based on measurement with the brickwork state, many proposed multi-server BQC protocols were simplified into single-server BQC protocol to construct the brickwork state and realize BQC in [4] [5] [6] 8] . Quantum circuits play a key role in constructing BQC protocols, blind quantum computing based on circuits models were widely studied in [9] [10] [11] [12] 22] . Since in blind quantum computing, it is always inevitable to transmit qubits from a client to servers or from servers to a client, it is a difficult task to remove quantum channel noises. These noises have already reduce transmission efficiency, * cryptjweng@gmail.com so many scholars started to solve this problem and propose anti-noise BQC protocols [6, 23, 24] recently.
In above description, we only review some basic BQC protocols, but it is an open question how to verify the correctness quantum inputs and quantum computing. It will be solved in these verifiable BQC protocols [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [25] [26] [27] [28] , where the client has the ability to realize the verifiability. Some important problems in BQC protocols have already been conquered by above references. Naturally, we will consider the application of BQC to reflect their values. So many application of BQC protocols are proposed to complete various important tasks in [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . In [35] , Huang et al. implemented an experimental BQC protocol to factorize the integer 15 in which two quantum servers can classically interact with each other and share three Bell states while the client is classical. With the development of BQC, many outstanding achievements have been presented to the world, a people, Fitzsimons, analyzed and summarized these protocols. In [37] , Fitzsimons reviewed some important BQC protocols and analyzed these protocols by security, state preparation, semi-classical client, measurement, multiple servers, computing on encrypted data and homomorphic, physical implementations. This gives us a clear understanding of the development and knows that there exist problems in blind quantum computing.
Since blind quantum computing can be used to realize an algorithm securely, we consider the QFT and propose the corresponding BQC protocols. The quantum fourier transform (QFT) is performed on multi-qubit states introduced in [38] . Our BQC protocols are single clientserver BQC protocols, in which a trusted center needs to prepare the initial states and the server only needs to perform rotation operators since the QFT can be replaced by rotation operators. First, we present the BQC protocols of three-qubit QFT performed on Greenberg-Horne-Zeilinger(GHZ) entangled states and W entangled states, where the two classes entangled states have already been prepared in experiment [39, 40] . For GHZ states, we detailed analyze and present these BQC protocols of QFT performed on qubits 123 of GHZ states {|GHZ
We similarly analyze these BQC protocols of QFT performed on multi-qubit states. At last, we prove the blindness and correctness for multi-QFT blind quantum computing protocols.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The background of QFT are introduced in Sect. II. These BQC protocols are presented in III. At last, the conclusions are shown in V.
II. PRILIMENARIES
The the principle of quantum Fourier transform is introduced in Ref. [38] . Here, we only review some useful knowledge in this section for obtaining our BQC protocols. In quantum mechanics system, the quantum Fourier transform can be expressed as an unitary matrix QF T N and the corresponding quantum circuits is in FIG. 1 .
where N = 2 n and ω = e Concretely, when N = 8 = 2 3 and phase ω = e πi 4 , the transformation matrix This construction also proves that the quantum Fourier transform is unitary, since each gate in the circuit is unitary. For triple-qubit, the circuits of QFT is in FIG. 2 and the relevant results are as follows.
(1)
In this paper, we need to know the properties of X and T gates, the relationship between CS, CZ and CT, S, Z and T.
What's more important is that we use the combination of rotation operators to express a gate, so we must give the decomposition of rotation operators for gates H, T and X.
where
4 .
III. BQC PROTOCOLS FOR MULTI-QUBIT QUANTUM FOURIER TRANSFORM
In this section, we will give these BQC protocols in detail. Since all BQC protocols will be performed crossways, we first show the procedures for all BQC protocols as follows.
Step 1. A trusted center prepares enough initial states {|GHZ ± 000 , |GHZ ± 001 , |GHZ ± 010 , |GHZ ± 100 } and sends them to Alice.
Step 2. Alice disturbs the order of qubits and sends qubits to Bob.
Step 3. Bob performs rotation operators and returns the operated qubits to Alice. All gates are decomposed into two rotation operators R y (θ) and R z (ϑ) in Eq.(5). In these BQC protocols, in fact, Bob only performs gates
Step 4. They interact with each other multiple rounds by repeating Step 2 and Step 3 to completing the quantum computing.
For three-qubit entangled states, GHZ entangled states and W entangled states are often used to complete communication between remote parties. Therefore, we can clearly get the universal BQC protocols of QFT on threequbit states by analyzing BQC protocols of QFT on GHZ entangled states and W entangled states. In FIG. 3 , the circuits of BQC protocols for three-qubit QFT performed on GHZ states are presented. 
The equivalent quantum circuits for quantum Fourier transform performed on three qubits of GHZ states. In the green box, three circuits are the composed circuits of rotation operations of gates H, X and T.
BQC protocol 1. For states |GHZ ± 000 , we give the BQC protocol of QFT performed on qubits 123. Alice sends qubit 2 to Bob and Bob performs one round operation H 2 (That is, Bob performs four rounds R z ( (|010 + |100 + |001 ), the equation
. is equivalent to where t is a integer and k=2,3,4. The server also performs other operations such as rotation operators of X, H gates. By the principle,, we have the similar results for multi-qubit QFT.
IV. PROOFS OF BLINDNESS AND CORRECTNESS
In BQC protocol, the client needs to keep quantum inputs, algorithms and outputs private for servers, so we show the blindness of these BQC protocols. However, the analysis and proof of correctness are also essential in BQC protocols. Therefore, we will mainly consider the two aspects.
Quantum inputs are generated by the trusted center unknown to Bob. And in every round, Alice only sends one qubit or two qubits to Bob such that Bob cannot get anything since he dare not to measure. If eavesdroppers do not know which GHZ state in the transmission of qubits, since the density matrix is One factor has already been proved, then we will consider that whether the algorithm QFT is blind or not. The QFT is blind when Bob obtain all the classical information in the protocol, the conditional probability distribution of Bob's rotation operators is equal to the priori probability distribution of Bob's rotation operators. That is, according to Bayes' theorem, we get
where the conditional probability distribution of R y ( π 4 ) j , i.e. Bob's knowledges about Alice's rotation angles, is given by QFT j and Ω j = j. The equation proves R y ( π 4 ) j , QFT j and Ω j = j are completely independent such that R y ( π 4 ) j is unknown to Bob. At last, we present the outputs are unknown to Bob by the following equation.
That is, the conditional probability distribution of the final output quantum states is equal to the priori probability distribution of the final output quantum states. It shows that QFT is unknown to Bob as follows. By the same method, for gates T, Z, CT, CZ, H, we have the same conclusions. Therefore, these BQC protocols are blind by analyzing the three points.
In the end, the correctness of these BQC protocols is as follows.
1) For state |GHZ ± 000 , we have
Equivalent to
2) For state |GHZ ± 001 , we have
3) For state |GHZ ± 010 , we have
4) For state |GHZ
± 100 , we have
Equivalent to In a word, we successfully prove the blindness and correctness of all BQC protocols.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a new blind quantum computation protocol of quantum Fourier transform performed on multi-qubit states. The quantum Fourier transform can be composed of R y ( π 4 ) and R z ( π 4 ) completely, this reduces the kinds of gates for Bob. We analyze and construct the BQC protocols of three-qubit QFT performed three-qubit states, where the three-qubit states with GHZ state and W state as a simple example to clearly express the QFT. After that, we immediately extend them to multi-QFT performed on multi-qubit states, the relevant BQC protocols are given similarly. In the end, we prove blindness and correctness of all BQC protocols. Since all protocols are implemented crossways, only a unified proof of blindness is given, but the correctness is proved respectively. 
